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01.1 COMPLETED PROJECTS & UPDATES

Turkmenhimiya Sulphuric Acid Plant Completed Ahead of Schedule

Turkmenhimiya Sulphuric Acid production Plant at the
Turkmenabat Chemical Plant in Turkmenistan is a modern
complex of buildings and structures, equipped with the latest
advanced technological equipment. Design capacity of the plant is
500 thousand tons of monohydrate per year.

Signing of the Act of State Acceptance Committee on putting into
operation the facility is completed on 4th of June, 2016, i.e one month
before the Contract final date.
First product have been manufactured on 1st of June, 2016 and even
before the Performance Test have been carried out, the volume of
ready product was 3000 m3. Performance Test of the Plant have been
performed and successfully completed on 19th June, 2016. The amount
of produced 100% concentrated acid is 4,803 tons for 72 hours.

Renaissance Heavy Industries was awarded the Sulphuric Acid
production project at the August, 2013, in composition of the
Consortium together with «Mitsui Engineering and Shipbuilding Co.,
Ltd» from Japan.
According to the Contract, starting date of the project has been fixed
on September, 2013. But, due to the subsequent change of the
construction site location, works have been started on November,
2013, i.e. with 2 months deviation from the initial Contract starting
date.
The Company showed an excellent performance by organizing
a teamwork between the Turkmen, Turkish, Philippine, Indian,
Russian personnel.
The members of the “Renaissance” family are representing the great
many of the world, and religions, and philosophies and schools, and
this diversity has become a key point of the achievement of the
excellent result. We express our sincere respect and gratitude, to
everybody, especially to the local personnel, for their precious
contribution for the successful realization of the project.
Signing of the Act of the Working Committee, which confirms the
readiness of the finished construction of project for the presentation
to the State Acceptance Committee, have been completed on 3rd of
May, 2016, i.e two months before the Contract final date.
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01.2 COMPLETED PROJECTS & UPDATES

Phosagro Ammonia Plant
By finishing the Ammonia Tank Roof Assembly, we have completed
90% of RHI’s EPC scope for the PhosAgro Ammonia Plant Project.
On June 8, 2016, within the EPC scope of the Project, we have
successfully completed the roof assembly of PhosAgro Ammonia
Tank in Cherepovets, Russia. With this lifting, we have implemented
the final heavy lifting operation of the Project.
For implementing a lift of 317 tons in weight and 42 meters in
diameter, the weather conditions need to be very suitable, such as
3 m/s wind speed and the absence of rain. As it is very difficult to
provide such conditions in Cherepovets, the lifting operation took
place at night, started at 4:00 a.m. and ended at 6:00 a.m.
RHI implements the following part of the project:
• Ammonia Storage Tank
• Demineralized Water System
• Cooling Tower & Cooling Water System
The construction of the Ammonia Plant, with a planned
capacity of 2,200 t/daily, started in August 2013 and is scheduled to be
completed by April 2017.

Ammonia Storage Tank Roof Erection
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01.3 COMPLETED PROJECTS & UPDATES

The Embassy Building of Turkmenistan in Belarus

From left to right: Süleyman Refik ALTAŞ-Support Services Group Coordinator, Koray GÜRMAN-Board of Directors Member/CEO Turkmenistan,
Hüseyin Avni AKVARDAR-Chairman of the Board/Renaissance Russia Holding, Hakan ŞAHİN-Purchasing and Logistics Director,
Dr. Erman ILICAK-President of Rönesans Holding, Eser ENGİNER-CFO Turkmenistan

RHI completed the construction of Turkmenistan Embassy
Building in Minsk, Belarus. On 12 May 2016 the Embasy Building
was inaugurated at the ceremony headed by Belarus President
Alexander Lukashenko and Turkmenistan President Gurbanguly
Berdimuhamedov.

Project Highlights:

Over the years of maintaining a presence in Turkmenistan, RHI
successfully implemented a number of industrial and civil projects,
which was the reason for the Client’s decision

Client

: The Embassy Building of
Turkmenistan

Location

: Minsk, Belarus

Closed Construction
Area

The structure of white marble in the oriental style with traditional
patterns is ready to receive guests. They have already called this
building a home of friendship and cooperation.
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Scope of Work

: Design-built & turn-key contract

Implementation
Period

: Oct 2014 – Feb 2016
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02. AREA NEWS

Kazakhstan: RHI Signed a Consortium Agreement for the
“Tengizchevoil Future Growth Project”

Alptekin TİZER, RHI President

Zhanibek NUGMANOV, ATK General Manager
The third-generation plant, part of the Future Growth Project, will
be among the most-technologically advanced in the world.

RHI and ATK, a local Kazakhstan Company, officially announced the
establishment of a consortium on May 4, 2016 in Atyrau during the
Kazneftegasservis conference. The main purpose of the consortium
is to provide a high level of international construction services in the
“Tengizchevroil Future Growth Project” – TCO FGP in Atyrau.

Kazakhstan is a strategically important country for RHI. The
consortium was created between RHI and ATK and is the
foundation for the successful implementation of industrial projects in
Kazakhstan. RHI’s strategy is to offer integrated solutions to
clients that are achievable by combining the local know-how, local
market knowledge, and the capabilities of ATK with the international
experience, methods, and potential of Renaissance. We believe that
by developing projects jointly with a local company such as ATK, we
will hold the key to prosperity and sustainable development.

The Future Growth Project (FGP) is the next major phase in the
development of the Tengiz Field. Final investment decision is
expected in mid-2016. Based on TCO’s highly successful Sour Gas
Injection–Second Generation Project expansion, the FGP is designed
to utilize the sour gas injection technology.

ABOUT ATK

ATK was established in 1995 in Atyrau, Kazakhstan
and became one of the leading construction and
maintenance companies that provide services for the
oil field infrastructure.
Consortium Signing Ceremony
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03.1 NEWS FROM SITES

RHI President’s Visit to Turkmenistan Projects

A visit by RHI’s President Alptekin TİZER and Vice President Kaan ALKAN to TACE HDPE/PP Plant in Kiyanly, Turkmenistan

In May 2016, the RHI management team led by President Alptekin
Tizer visited the ongoing Gas-to-Gasoline (GTG) plant, TACE
HDPE/PP Plant and Turkmenhimiya Sulphuric Acid Plant sites in
Turkmenistan.
The President of the company is personally interested in the
works processes, especially focusing on matters related to Health,
Safety & Environment (HSE).
On Photo: President’s visit to TACE Ethane Cracker and High Density
Polyethylene/Polypropylene Plant In Kiyanly, Turkmenistan. RHI
is carrying out 4 units of the Pertochemical Complex: GSU (Gas
separation Unit), Civil Works of ECU (Ethane Cracker Unit), HDPE
(High Density Polyethylene), PP (Polypropylene).
RHI’s scope of works is scheduled to be completed at the end of
2017.
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03.2NEWS FROM SITES

TACE Turkmenistan Ethane Cracker HDPE/PP Plant

Offshore works in Sea Water Intake Area (SWI)
On June 14, 2016, meeting regarding progress of works was held
between our Client - HEC (Hyundai Engineering Co. Ltd.) and RHI’s Top
Management representatives at the TACE Project site. The current
RHI work status at the site has been discussed.

At the moment, the following items were completed:
• Coarse Structure
• Walls of intake pump station
• Concrete ballast of pipes
• Some portions of dredging works
• Sheet piles and dewatering system

It was emphasized by the parties that the progress of work is ahead
of schedule, in good quality and parties committed to do their best in
order to main tain current situation.

As a challenge during the performed works, sheet pile driving,
dredging, and dewatering works can be mentioned. First of all,
it should be noted that all of these works were supposed to be
completed within tight deadlines. Also, the soil was very hard and,
therefore, the challenge for RHI was to drill a hole without any
collapse.

The contractor has also separately highlighted special offshore works
in Sea Water Intake Area (SWI), which include intake pump station,
seal pit, dredging works for inlet water line and outfall water line, sheet
pile driving and dewatering systems are being successfully done by RHI.

From left to right: Seung Dong LEE-Project Control Manager, Kenan ATAKAN-Mechanical Construction Manager,
Yong Sang LEE-Construction Manager, Dae Hee HAHN-Project Manager, Çağrı ÖKTEM-Project Manager,
Myun Woo KIM-Senior Vice President, Kaan ALKAN-Vice President/Member of the Board, Mehmet ERKAN-Civil Construction Manager
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04.1 ENHANCING POWER

Equipment in Turkmenistan

RHI continuously enhances its strength in Turkmenistan through
expanding its heavy equipment park.
RHI Turkmenistan Support Services Group with its 246 unit
inventory fleet consisting of civil construction equipment, mobile
cranes - crawler cranes, trucks, trailers, automobiles, concrete
pumps and mixers, etc.
We grew stronger after adding to our inventory 17 Rough Terrain
mobile cranes.
For the last two years, our load lifting capacity has seen a
fivefold increase five. The first 200 ton All Terrain crane and
300 ton crawler crane have been incorporated into the RHI
Turkmenistan Support Services Group:
Boom Truck 25 tons 9 Pcs
Mobile Crane (All Terrain) up to - 200 tons 5 Pcs
Mobile Crane (Rough Terrain) 45 - 75 tons 20 Pcs
Mobile Crane (Crawler) 300 tons 1 Pcs
With our experienced and qualified employees, in the years
2013-2015 the Group managed to perform a total of 1,203,794
hours of work with a zero accident rate. In order to ensure safe
work and minimize the possible risks, along with obtaining
documents and certificates required by the local laws, all of our
lifting equipment has undergone Third Party Inspection.
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04.2 ENHANCING POWER

Engineering and Logistic Capacity

Having a vision of “always advancing to become the world’s leading
industrial designer and builder”, RHI makes great efforts to enhance
not only the engineering potential, but also our logistics capacity.

Recently, after the lifting of sanctions. Also, in our strategic planning,
we are still growing with acquisitions. Renaissance acquired 100% of
the Dutch based company, Ballast Nedam NV, specialized in major
infrastructure industrial and civil projects that extend our expertise
and capabilities.

RHI Deputy General Manager and Head of Engineering and
Procurement Department, Mr. Ayral, with his team, participated
in Beak Bulk 2016 (Project Cargo, Heavy-Lift and Ro-Ro Logistics
Exhibition and Conference) that was held on May 25 in Antwerp,
Belgium.

The RHI team during 2 days completed an executive training for
Heavy Lifting and Project Management.

During the conference where almost 7,620 attendees participated, Mr.
Ayral gave a presentation as a speaker and later-on gave an interview
to the press The highlights of the interview are described below:
• RHI is eager to keep its positions in areas such as Russia,
Turkmenistan, and the CIS that are the main markets for our
company.
• Due to the challenging Oil & Gas situation in the world, there is a
focus on fertilizer projects. Fertilizers are one of the pillars of RHI’s
deep experience and know-how.
• To sustain our targeted growth, we’ve started to extend and
diversify our global presence globally such as Kazakhstan.

05.1 EVENTS

Turkmenistan International Gas Conference and Exhibition

The top management of RHI Turkmenistan participated in the
Turkmenistan International Gas Conference (TGC) that was
held May 20-21 in the Avaza Tourist Zone. The conference was
organized by the Ministry of Oil and Gas and the Chamber
of Commerce and Industry of Turkmenistan. Mr. Kakayev,
Vice-President of Turkmenistan, was representing the Exhibition.
The exhibition highlighted the achievements and industrial
potential of the energy sector. The main purpose of TGC was to
provide a platform to discuss the issues connected with the
diversification of hydrocarbons export and the development of the
country’s gas refining industry.
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05.2 EVENTS

18th International Conference & Exhibition on Liquefied
Natural Gas (LNG18)
The Next LNG19 will be held in Shanghai, China from April 1 to April
5, 2019.

During April 11-15, 2016, the RHI delegation, led by Nuri Celal
Toroğlu (General Director), Mehmet Emin Erkesim (Business
Development Manager), and Ai Satoh (Business Assistant,
Japan Office) participated in the 18th International Conference &
Exhibition on Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG18) that was held in
Perth, Australia and met with major companies to discuss their
interests in investing in the LNG terminal project in Turkey and
other possible future collaboration. Some 6,000 people from 95
countries gathered in this capital city of Western Australia to
discuss and share insights of the future LNG market.
With the public demands for a greener industry rapidly growing
world population, mainly in the developing world, the gas industry
has many possibilities in newly opened markets such as the Asia
Pacific region while currently struggling with low oil and gas price,
many speakers argued.

05.3

RHI Became a Delegation Partner of “The Biggest Victory Flag at the
North Pole” Peacekeeping Mission
On April 22, 2016, Arthur Nigmatulin, Business Development
Manager as the representative of RHI and other participants
landed on “Barneo” Ice Camp, which this year was located 3 km
from the North Pole.

Presidential Executive Office, the Federation Council of the
Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation, and other supreme
organs of the RF Government.

The Peacekeeping Mission, which was sponsored by RHI, was
organized in honor of the 71st anniversary of the victory in the
Great Patriotic War (1941-1945). The biggest copy of the Victory
flag (1,056 m2) was raised at the “Barneo” Camp.
The Delegation was canceled several times as the ice floe, where
the polar explorers live, was constantly drifting. And when the
plane was about to land, the aircraft captain had to land the
aircraft blind as the landing strip has merged with the snowcovered field. The mission was supported by the Russian

05.4

The 200th Pile for the Shell SDA Project Was
Drilled
On June 16, 2016, Ballast Nedam Industiebow (an Industrial Division of Ballast Nedam)
celebrated the 200th drilled pile for the Shell SDA (Solvent Deasphalting) project.
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05.5 EVENTS

Highlights From Turkmenistan
Corporate Dinner in Ashgbabat
Corporate dinner dedicated to the beginning of summer was
organized in Ashgabat on June 14, 2016. This kind of activity
continues to be an important part of our professional life,
as they improve friendship at work, strengthen interpersonal

communication and encourage better performance at work.
Central office personnel, GTG Plant Personnel, Kawasaki Heavy
Industries Company and TTCL Company representatives joined
the corporate dinner.

Communication and Relationship
Management Training Was Held in Ashgabat

International Children’s Day
On June 1, 2016, RHI Head office in Turkmenistan took part in a
charity event on the occasion of International Children’s Day.

In today’s competitive business world, effective communication
skills are fundamental to success in many aspects of life.

All the donations raised by the event were used toward the
purchase of many toys for children with disabilities.

A two-day Communication and Relationship Management
Training was organized in June, 2016. The training course was
presented by Dale Carnegie Academy. Personnel from Ashgabat
Central office, Gas to Gasoline & Sulfuric Acid Production
Plant projects took part in the course. This training program is
designed to develop communication skills, such as learning how
to focus on the speaker, analyze the message, respond, maintain a
positive attitude, and how to effectively manage difficult situations.
Training helps the participants to develop a responsive
communication style, leading to positive results in both
professional and personal life.
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06. SOCIAL LIFE

Film “The Man on the Back”

A group of 15 engineers from the RHI Engineering Department,
starred in a short film called “The man on the back” wherein the
hero is not noticed in society.
The script and the film belong to the structural design supervisor
Cem Akturan who has enjoyed this hobby for 10 years.
The is available on the video sharing site www.vimeo.com
(https://vimeo.com/user2830303) and has been entered in the
Istanbul short film Festival.

07. RÖNESANS HOLDING NEWS

The World’s Longest and Deepest Gotthard Base Tunnel Was Built By
Renaissance Construction
The opening of Gotthard Base Tunnel built by Heitkamp Swiss, the
subsidiary of Renaissance Construction in Switzerland which is
operating under Rönesans Holding, took place on June 1, 2016.
This railway base tunnel through the Alps in Switzerland has a
length of 57.09 km and a total of 151.84 km of tunnels, shafts,
and passages. The train operated speed is planned to be up to
250 km/h.

“Renaissance” is the registered brand name of Rönesans Holding.
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